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Background and context
Road freight energy and emissions: The big picture 

The Australian Alliance for Energy Productivity (A2EP), in partnership with MOV3MENT, convened a roundtable of 
freight leaders in Melbourne in March 2020. The purpose of the meeting was to share information and canvass 
ideas about improving energy productivity in freight transport. The roundtable was attended by about thirty 
leaders from industry, government and academia. We featured three international guest presenters: Sophie Punte, 
Rick Mihelic and Andy Eastlake. For more information about the roundtable and about our other work on energy 
productivity in the freight transport sector visit: A2EP > a2ep.org.au and MOV3MENT > MOV3MENT.com.au. 
Or contact us: a2ep@a2ep.org.au or mark@mov3ment.com.au
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Who is MOV3MENT?

▪ MOV3MENT is a firm of professionals who 

are passionate about the future of 

transport and energy. 

▪ We come from diverse backgrounds but are 

recognised for our independence, deep 

knowledge, and experience in this sector. 

▪ MOV3MENT takes a broad view of any 

transport issue with Energy, Environment 

and Economics in mind, identifying the 

physical and behavioural barriers to change



Freight energy & emissions: 4 take-aways

The challenge is enormous

Not enough is being done

Many benefits to action 

But there are barriers to fix
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The road freight task is growing fast 

55% growth in 

road freight 

over 20 years 

Data source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics  2019, Research Report 152, Australian Aggregate Freight Forecasts – 2019 update



Source: Figure by MOV3MENT using data from BITRE 2019, Australian Energy Statistics

Almost all energy in road transport is from oil
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Adoption of clean energy/tech is actually falling

Source: MOV3MENT, based on Truck Industry Council T-Mark sales data



New trucks: a lo-o-o-ng time to make a difference 
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Slow fleet turnover ➔ full transition to electric and hydrogen will be 40+ years

Source: MOV3MENT analysis, based on Queensland TMR registration data portal



Road vehicle GHG emissions are increasing steeply

Source: MOV3MENT, based on DoEE 2019, Australia’s Emissions Projections



Efficiency stalling despite high productivity vehicles

Source: MOV3MENT analysis based on IEA 2019, Energy Efficiency Indicators, https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-indicators-2019

https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-indicators-2019
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▪ A compelling reason to act 

▪ Fuel spend is 10-30% of operating cost 

▪ Nearly 100 opportunities to consider 

▪ Up to 10% fuel saving achievable, no/little capex 

▪ 15-20% with better technology/capital 

➔ every $1 fuel saved has same profit impact as $5 revenue
Source: Ferrier-Hodgson 2019, Road Freight www.ferrierhodgson.com

Fuel = $$$ = emissions



Many fleet actions are “below the line” – net SAVINGS 

Light Commercial 
Vehicles

Heavy Vehicles

Passenger vehicles



Real world productivity savings in a medium sized fleet 

– 36 vehicle fleet 

– Urban delivery activity

– $458,000 annual fuel spend

– 7-10% real saving per year

– Majority of savings are behaviour
change, training and monitoring

– Hybrid pay back in 4 years
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Capital intensive industry (top end)

Low margins, very old fleet (bottom end) 

Managers are over-stretched, reactive, and operations focused 

They have limited knowledge of energy efficiency

They believe they’re doing all they can (don’t know what you don’t know)

➔ Unlike electricity and gas programs, there are no /few support measures for fleets

✓

Barriers and market failures constrain uptake 
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Opportunities for Australia

• Globally GHG and Pollution are key drivers of policy irrespective of political views.
• This is a challenge in Australia – and we aren’t tracking particularly well
• Alternative fuels aren’t a solution right now – and we don’t know which of them will make it for the long haul.
• The US has made great leaps in fuel efficiency and has seen high uptake of “available” technology now, in a 

similar market to ours
• In Australia, high productivity vehicles have a role but where they fit in size or mass constrained operations



Companies are getting on with it

Linen Services – 100% Renewable Energy 
by 2025 (incl fleet)

100% Electric Vehicles by 2025/2030

Net zero by 2050

Sustainability commitment and strategy



Australia differs from overseas

But does this really impact what we should do?

Large and heavy truck combinations High 
cruise 
speeds

Vast distances  

low population 
density

High operating  
temperatures

Regulatory 
reluctance

Small Market

Technology taker


